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COLLECTION S
Brand new, yet immediately familiar. Collection S is rooted in a strong sense of
tradition and come down with natural elegance into today’s world. Timeless style,
uncompromising quality and a passion for perfection which never lose their
relevance. As natural as water, earth, air and fire. And as unique as you are.
Four rooms, endless possibilities. We have chosen to present our new chair
range from MartinStoll in environments which are inspired by the classical
elements of water, earth, air and fire. Original and eternal, they constantly
assume new shapes and forms. Just like Collection S. From our past we have
taken skilful craftsmanship, attention to detail and pioneering ergonomics.
To these we have added creative design and an in-depth understanding of
contemporary working life. As always, we refuse to compromise on design,
comfort and quality. The result is task chairs, meeting chairs, lounge chairs
and footstools which lend a natural air of authority wherever they are but
which, at the same time, can be readily adapted to different environments,
requirements and personalities. At the same time classical and contemporary,
universal and unique, exclusive and inclusive.
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MARKUS HELLER AND MICHAEL LAMMEL – NOA INTELLIGENT DESIGN
With Collection S, Michael Lammel and Markus Heller from NOA have set a
new standard for design, function and ergonomics. The concept focuses on
clean lines, high-quality materials and craftsmanship, uncompromising design
of details and perfect comfort. A sculpted look, together with a minimalistic
feel, create an exciting and at the same time harmonious design. It’s all in the
dialogue between MartinStoll’s strong sense of tradition and a clear vision of
tomorrow’s way of working.

“With Collection S we want to set a new standard for design, function and
ergonomics and create a range which combines MartinStoll’s strong sense of
tradition with a clear vision of tomorrow’s way of working.”
Michael Lammel

Design: NOA Intelligent Design
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WATER
A room which encourages flowing thoughts and wide horizons. The bright
horizon is captured in the light, open, welcoming interior design. The highback task chair is complemented by a lavish work surface, smart storage and
meeting chairs which allow you to meet spontaneously whenever the need
arises. One area of the room has a set of meeting chairs with comfortable
armrests which are ideal for creative collaboration. The environment’s fresh,
clean surfaces are combined with round, organic shapes and natural warmth
from leather, textiles and wood.
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EARTH
If you want to concentrate you need to find a space that is your own. In this room
we’ve chosen to use sombre, earthy colours which are conducive to
concentration. The task chair’s dark leather, black star base and elegant
armrests give the room an exclusive feel. The wooden surface of the storage
units and the earthy colours of the architecture and accessories conspire to
create a calm and harmonious whole. The desk, with its strict rectangular
form, is a perfect contrast to the organic, natural setting.
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AIR
Sometimes you need to look up and rise above the mundane. This light and
airy interior design features comfortable, adjustable meeting chairs in pale
leather tones with comfy armrest pads and a chrome star base where you can
rest your feet if the meeting is a long one. The blond wood table lends both
elegance and a natural warmth to the environment. The result is a harmonious whole, which energises important meetings and encourages those present to think big and smart.
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CHAIRS FOR YOU
Uncompromising attention to detail and a unique sense of the whole.
MartinStoll has been manufacturing chairs since 1870 and have always put
skilful craftsmanship at the centre. Timeless style, comfort and quality go hand
in hand with pioneering technical innovations and constant forward thinking.
Unique design, carefully selected materials and a refined finish conspire to give
their furniture an exclusive, confident and distinctive look. MartinStoll is
individual furniture for people who care about interior design, driven by a
passion for craftsmanship, tradition and aesthetics. We don’t make chairs for
everyone. We make them for you.
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FIRE
If they are to be kept alive, drive and passion require a balance between intensity and calm. In this environment, with its comfortable lounge chairs and
footstools in black leather, we combine contemporary urban buzz with isolated calm. The easy chair’s high, embracing backrest and headrest is conducive to both rest and work, isolation and conversation, insight and vision.
Make yourself comfortable in the lounge chair for a little creative work.
Swivel round to discuss something with your neighbour. Or lean back and let
your ideas flow.
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INSPIRED BY CAREFULLY SELECTED UPHOLSTERY

COMBINE FABRIC AND LEATHER ONSTAGE!

The fabrics and leather you can choose for
Collection S have been carefully selected to inspire
you with the best possibilities. We have produced
the exclusive DeLuxe leather specially for the
range. Classical elegance or contemporary trends.
Light and bright or dark and subdued. It’s your
choice. A tip for creating a personal feel is to
combine fabric and leather. We show you a few
ideas here of how you can match materials with
each other.

FABRICS

LEATHER

Forte Monaco

DeLuxe

Forte Monaco 3559

Forte Monaco 3584

Forte Monaco 3590

Shimmer

Shimmer 3623

Shimmer 3677

DeLuxe 6919

DeLuxe 6998

CUSHION: Shimmer 3677
SHELL: OnStage! 5980

CUSHION: Shimmer 3677
SHELL: OnStage! 5980

CUSHION: Forte Monaco 3584
SHELL: OnStage! 5980

CUSHION: Shimmer 3677
SHELL: OnStage! 5980

CUSHION: Shimmer 3623
SHELL: OnStage! 5917

CUSHION: Shimmer 3645
SHELL: OnStage! 5958

CUSHION: Shimmer 3623
SHELL: OnStage! 5919

CUSHION: Forte Monaco 3559
SHELL: OnStage! 5919

CUSHION: Shimmer 3698
SHELL: OnStage! 5999

DeLuxe 6999

OnStage!

Shimmer 3645

Shimmer 3698

Shimmer 3660

OnStage! 5917

OnStage! 5980

OnStage! 5919

OnStage! 5995

OnStage! 5930

OnStage! 5958

OnStage! 5999

METAL
CUSHION: Forte Monaco 3559
SHELL: OnStage! 5995

Chrome

Black
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FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS

SEAT HEIGHT
Thanks to the gas spring, you can adjust the
height of the chair easily from 42-53 cm. This
means that the chair is suitable for most people,
whatever their height and shape, and, ergonomically, the chair is always personal and perfect.

MECHANISM
The Synchro Torsion System (STS) is MartinStoll’s pioneering technology for an actively
ergonomic posture. The robust mechanism is
based on synchronised movements between
seat and back. The controls are integral to the
chair’s design and are easy to access and use.

ARMREST
The armrests, which come in black or chrome,
have a leather armrest pad which reinforces the
overall design, whilst at the same time providing
effective support and ensuring that you sit comfortably.

ADJUSTABLE BACKREST - MEETING CHAIR
The backrest is adjustable and can be inclined by
up to 12° from the upright position. This ensures
a variable, flexible seating position which is
comfortable and good for your body.

ADJUSTABLE SEAT HEIGHT - MEETING CHAIR
With the gas spring you can adjust the seat
height easily between 40-50 cm, so your chair is
always tailored to you, whatever your height and
shape.

AUTOMATIC RESET - EASY CHAIR AND FOOTSTOOL
The backrest automatically reverts to its original
position when you get up from the chair. This
means that the next user can choose their own
position and gives the room a uniform, ordered
look.

ACTIVE LUMBAR SUPPORT
The active lumbar support provides constant,
supportive contact, ensuring that the position of
your back is comfortable and ergonomically correct. The wedge-shaped seat prevents your pelvis from slumping backwards and keeps your
back in the best possible position.

BODY WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
It’s easy to adjust the resistance of the backrest
according to body weight, so it’s always perfectly

GAS SPRING WITH CUSHIONING
The gas spring with built-in cushioning allows
you to sit in perfect comfort, even at the lowest
position.

CASTORS AND GLIDES
Castors with brakes and automatic weight
detection which are suitable for both soft and

METAL STAR BASE
Stable aluminium star base in either black or
chrome where you can rest your feet and find a

hard flooring. If you prefer glides, you should
choose RH for soft flooring and RW for hard
flooring.

relaxed position.

COMBINED UPHOLSTORY
The fabric and leather upholstery for Collection S
has been carefully selected and gives you a wide
variety of options. A tip for creating a personal
feel is to combine fabric and leather in the same
chair.

suited to the user. The perfect ergonomics this
offers allows you to sit comfortably and relaxed
for long periods of time.
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TASK CHAIR
Combined Upholstoltory
Leather, Fabric

Armrest pad
Leather

T-S20-A

T-S20-A-D0

Armrest joint
Chrome, Black

Controls
Chrome, Black

T-S30-A

T-S30-A-D0

Star base
Chrome, Black
T-S20-A

680

470

420-530

-

-

-

-

-

•

•

18,5

T-S20-A-D0

680

470

420-530

-

-

•

250

-

•

•

23,5

T-S30-A

680

470

420-530

-

-

-

-

-

•

•

20,5

420-530

-

-

250

-

•

•

25,5

T-S30-A-D0

680

470

•

COLLECTION S - TASK CHAIR
MECHANISM Synchronous mechanics: Synchro-Torsion-System with dynamic backrest. Backrest inclination with infinitely-variable locking. TENSION The backrest coun-

Castors
Chrome, Black

terpressure is adjustable for the individual user’s bodyweight. SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS With a gas lift and depth damper. FIVE-STAR BASE Aluminum, powder coated
black or with high-gloss polish. CASTORS Load-dependent braked twin-wheel castors wich suits for both carpeted floors and hard flooring. SEAT & BACKREST Moulded
wood shell. Cushioning polyurethane. ARMRESTS Fixed armrests. ARMREST SUPPORT Steel black powder coated. ARMPADS In the same leather as the shell; standard for
chairs which are totally in fabric is OnStage! black, but all other OnStage! colors are possible. UNIT mm, kg DESIGN Michael Lammel, NOA.
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MEETING CHAIR

EASY CHAIR & FOOTSTOOL

T-SC10

T-SC10-D0

T-SC20

T-SC20-D0

T-SL30-D0

T-SL32-D0

T-SB10

T-SC10

770

770

900-1000

500

470

–

405-505

11

–

–

T-SC10-D0

770

770

900-1000

500

470

–

405-505

16

•

250

T-SC20

770

770

1030-1130

500

470

–

405-505

13

–

–

T-SL30-D0

770

770

1155

500

470

-

355

20,5

•

250

T-SC20-D0

770

770

1030-1130

500

470

–

405-505

18

•

250

T-SL32-D0

770

770

1155

500

470

–

355

21

•

250

T-SB10

770

770

370

500

500

–

355

8

–

–

COLLECTION S - MEETING CHAIR
SEAT/BACKREST Moulded wood shell. Cushioning polyurethane. FOUR-STAR-BASE Aluminum powder coated black or with high-gloss polish. TILT MECHANISM Backrest

COLLECTION S - EASY CHAIR & FOOTSTOOL

and seat are tiltable; counterpressure adjustable in three levels; fixable in the front position. SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS With a gas lift and depth damper. GLIDES RH for

SEAT/BACKREST Moulded wood shell. Cushioning polyurethane. FOUR-STAR-BASE Aluminum powder coated black or with high-gloss polish. COMFORT GAS SPRING

carpeted floors; optional RW for hard flooring. ARMREST SUPPORT Steel black powder coated. ARMPADS In the same leather as the shell; standard for chairs which are

WITH AUTOMATIC RETURN With a gas lift and depth damper. GLIDES RH for carpeted floors; optional RW for hard flooring. ARMREST SUPPORT Steel black powder coated.

totally in fabric is OnStage! black, but all other OnStage! colours are possible. UNIT mm, kg. DESIGN Michael Lammel, NOA.

ARMPADS In the same leather as the shell; standard for chairs which are totally in fabric is OnStage! black, but all other OnStage! colours are possible. UNIT mm, kg. DESIGN
Michael Lammel, NOA.
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